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Let    R    be a  ring,   and  let     K^    denote   that    M    is  a  right 
R-module.      In   this  paper,   the unique maximal  rational extension 
of     R   ,   denoted by     R,   is   shown  to  be a ring whose operations 
preserve   the module  structure in     (R)n.     It  is  then shown  that 
if  the  right  singular  ideal   is  zero,   the  injective envelope  of 
Rp     is   the  maximal  rational extension    and   therefore  is a ring. 
It   is   further  shown   that   this  ring   is  right  self-injective and 
is  a von  Neumann   ring. 
These   results  are  applied   to   the    n  x  n    upper  triangular 
matrix  rings   to  compute   their injective envelopes. 
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INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY REMARKS 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the rational 
extensions of a ring and to prove that under certain conditions 
the injective hull of a ring is a right self-injective, von 
Neumann ring.   Furthermore, we shall show that the module 
structure of the injective hull induces the ring multiplication. 
In the first section of Chapter I, we define a rational 
extension of a module over a ring.  This concept is closely 
related to essential extensions of modules in that every rational 
extension of a module is an essential extension.  Several theorems 
that characterize rational extensions are proved.  Using these 
theorems, we show that when M^  is a right R-module with zero 
right singular submodule, every essential extension of M^  is a 
rational extension. 
In section 2, the concept of maximal rational extension is 
introduced.  We prove that any right R-module  M^  has a maximal 
rational extension unique up to isomorphism, and we denote it by 
M.  For any ring R with unity, the maximal rational extension  R 
of  R  is shown to be a ring whose operations preserve the module 
structure in  R.  We show, using theorems established in section 1, 
that if  R  is a ring with zero right singular ideal, then the 
injective hull of  R_  is  (R)R and therefore is a ring. 
We further characterize this ring in section 3.  After defining 
right quotient rings and von Neumann rings, we show for any ring  R 
with zero right singular ideal that the injective hull  E of  R^ 
is the maximal right quotient ring of  R.  We then prove 
A = HOIIL(E,E)  is a right self-injective, von Neumann ring.  We 
conclude the chapter by showing that when the right singular ideal 
of a ring is zero, the injective hull of  R  is ring isomorphic 
to  A, and is therefore a right self-injective, von Neumann ring. 
The results of Chapter I are used in Chapter II to show that 
the injective hull of the n * n  upper triangular matrix ring 
over a division ring D  is the full ring of  n * n matrices 
over  D. 
Throughout this paper, the term "ring" will mean "ring with 
unity". 
We define a right R-module as an abelian group (M,+)  together 
with a function  u : M x R -* M, where we let  u(a,x) ■ apx such 
that: 
(a) xu(a+b) = xua + xpb  for all  a,b E R and x e M; 
(b) (x+y)ua = xua + ypa  for all  x,y e M and a c R; 
(c) xu(ab) = (xua) |] b  for all  a,b e R and  x E M; 
(d) xul = x  for all  x e M. 
We shall denote the right R-module M  by Mg.  If  N  is a 
subgroup of M, then  N  is itself a candidate for a right R-module. 
We shall call a subgroup N  of  M a submodule of  (^ whenever 
xua  belongs to N  for all  a ,- R and  x r N.  This will be 
denoted by NR ^ M,^ or MR £ NR. 
vi 
If ^ and  LR  are right R-modules, a function  f : M -* L 
is called a right R-homomorphism from M  into  L if in addition 
to being a group homomorphism it satisfies the following: 
f(xu a) = f(x)u»a  for all  a £ R and x fc M, where u,     and  u? 
represent the module operations for M and L  respectively.  We 
shall denote the set of all right homomorphisms from a right R- 
module A  into a right R-module  B„  by Horn (A,B). 
K K K 
A submodule N   of M_  is said to be an essential 
K        K  
submodule of  NL  provided if for every submodule 0 4  L  of 
M_, N fl L J* 0.  In case N   is an essential submodule of  M^, 
R R K 
we say  hL  is an essential extension of  N  and denote it by 
M V N. 
A module  M  is said to be R-injective provided for every 
exact sequence of R-modules  0 + A ■* B, that is  f : A + B  is a 
one-to-one R-horaomorphism, and for every  <? e   Horn (A,M), there 
exists a * e Horn (B,M)  such that  $ •■ ifi o f. 
K 
A result known as Baer's Lemma is used in this paper to 
check the injectivity of a module and is stated as follows: 
Baer's Lemma.  For a module  Q„, the following are equivalent: 
 — K 
(1) QD is injective; 
(2) For every right ideal  I  of  R and for every R- 
homomorphism * I I ■»■ Q, there exists a  <f>* e HomR(R,Q)  such 
that $'(a) = 4>(a)  for all a t   I; 
(3) For every right ideal  I  of  R and for every R- 
homomorphism <> I I •* Q, there is a q e Q such that  (f(a) = qa 
for all  a c I. 
vii 
We shall call an injective essential extension of a module 
M  the injective envelope or injective hull of M  and denote 
it by  E(M).  It is a well-known result that every module has 
an injective essential extension, and if  E  and  E'  are two 
injective essential extensions of M, then there exists an 
R-isomorphism f : E + E1  such that  f(x) = x  for every 
x e M.  Thus the injective envelope of a module is unique up to 
isomorphism. 
viii 
CHAPTER   I 
THE   INJECTIVE ENVELOPE CONSIDERED AS A RATIONAL EXTENSION 
Section  1:     Rational  and  Essential   Extensions 
1.1.1  DEFINITION.      If     hL   2 NR,   then    ^     is   a  rational 
extension of     N   ,   denoted by    M V N,   in  case  for each  submodule 
BR • 
f M  such that  N £ B , f e HOIIL(B,M)  satisfies  f (N) = 0 
if and only if  f = 0. 
1.1.2 LEMMA.  If M T N, then M V N. 
Proof:     Let     M^    and     N       be   right  R-modules   such   that 
M T  N.     Let     F       be  a submodule  of     M^.     Suppose     F n  N  » 0.     It 
suffices   to show    Fn = 0.     Since     F n N - 0,   B=F+N     is  a R 
direct  sum.     Let     a  c   B.     Then   there  exist     x e   F       and     y   e  N 
such  that     a = x + y.     So  if     Tip(a)   =  "F(x+y)   = x,   then 
TI     e  HonL(B.M)     and   it   is  clear  that     Tip(N)   = 0.     Therefore, 
since    M ▼ N,   w     =  0.     This   implies     F -  0     since     F =   Im TI^,. 
1.1.3 LEMMA.     M T N     if  and  only  if   for each     x e  M    and 
R 
0 ^  y c M, there exist  r e R and  n e Z such that  xr + xn £ N 
and yr + yn j* 0. 
Proof:  (-*-)  Let  B  be a submodule of  Mj^ such that 
MB 2 N  and  f  be an element of  HODL(B,M)  such that 
f(N) = 0.  We need to show  f = 0; so assume  f i1 0.  Then, there 
exists an  x C B such that  y = f(x) t  0.  By hypothesis, there 
is an re  R and n e Z  such that  xr + xn c N  and 
yr + yn  ?* 0.     However,   0 =   f(xr+xn)   =   f(xr)  + f(xn)   ■  f(x)   •   r + 
f(x)   •   n » yr + yn.     This  is  a contradiction.     Therefore,   f  = 0. 
(■*")     Assume     M ▼ N.     Let     x    and    0 i1 y    be  elements of     hL. 
Let     x_ =  {(r,n)        (r,n)   E   R X   Z    and     xr + nx e   N},   and    y_  » 
{(r,n)   |    (r,n)   e   R x   Z    and    yr + ny = 0}.     It   is   sufficient   to 
show  that     x^ £ y_;   that is,   there exists     (r,n)   e  x„ with 
(r,n)   i  y   .     To   this  end,   we  shall  show if     y. £ x^,   then     y ■ 0, 
and   thus arrive  at  a  contradiction since    y j* 0. 
Assume    y_ £ x^.     Let     B    denote   the  submodule of    M which 
consists of  elements  of  the   form    a + x(r,n)     for  some    a  e   N 
and     (r,n)   e  R »   Z    where    x(r,n)   = xr + xn;   thus, 
B = N + xR + xZ.     Consider   the  relation     f     between     B    and     M 
defined  by     f(a+x(r,n))- y(r,n).     To show     f     is  a  function, 
assume     a + x(r,n)   =  a'  + x(r*,n').     Then     x(r-r'.n-n')  = 
a  -  a'   £  N.     So,   (r-r'.n-n')   c   x^     Since     yQ 2  Xj,. 
yr  -  yr'   + yn  -  yn'   = 0.     This   implies    yr + yn =  yr'   + yn'. 
But     f(a+x(r,n))= yr + yn     and     f(a'+x(r',n'))   = yr1   + yn'. 
Hence,   f(a+x(r,n))   =   f(a'+x(r',n')).     Now we need   to show     f 
is   an  R-homomorphism.     Let     b1     and     b2     be  elements  of     B. 
There  exist       *v   a.,   e  N,   r^   r2  c  R,   and    ^   n2  e   Z     such   that 
b,   • «,  + Wbtx,  Oj)     and    b2  =  a2 + x(r2,n2).     One property  of 
an  R-homomorphism is  satisfied since     fO^+b^   - y^+r^nj+t^) 
ydj.np + y(r2,n2)   =   f<bj)  +  fCty.     Now  if     r   e   R,   Kbj*)   ■ 
f([a1+x(r1,n1)]-r)=   f (a1r+xr1r+n1xr)   =  Um^t)   +  fU^r)  +  fd^xr) 
f(air+x(0,0))  +  f(0+x(r1r,OJ + n^O+xIr    o»"  0 + yd^r.O)   + 
x^vir fi)   = y^r + n^r =   (y^+n^r = jr{r.,B,)x =   f(b,)r.     There- 
fore,   f  e  HomR(B,M). 
Let     a e  N.     Then    f(a)  =   f(a+x(0,0))  =  0     and so     f(N)   =  0. 
Therefore,   f =  0.     This  implies     y(r,n)   = 0     for all     (r,n)   e   R   *   Z 
and   this  means     y = 0.     So we know if     yn 2 *>,>   then     y =  0. 
Since    y 4 0,   y_  £ x^    and   there  exists     (r,n)   e  R *  Z     such   that 
xr + xn  e   N    and    yr + ny 4 0.     This proves   the   theorem. 
1.1.4 LEMMA.     If    M ?  N,   then  for each submodule     F       of     M_, 
F ?   (F fl   N). 
Proof:     Let    M T N    and    F    £ M  .     Let     x  £   F    and 
0 4   y  £   F.     Then  there is an    r  e   R    and    n  e   Z    such   that 
xr + nx £   N     and    yr + ny  # 0.     But    xr + nx     is  also  in     F     because 
x £   F.     Therefore,     xr + nx £   F n  N    and    yr + ny 4 0.     By  1.1.3, 
F T   (F n  N). 
1.1.5 DEFINITION.     For a module    M^,   let     Z(M)   =  {x  E  M   |    (0:x) 
is   an  essential  right   ideal  of     R}.     We  call     Z(M)     the  singular 
submodule  of    M„. 
The   following lemma shows     Z(M)     is  a submodule  of     MR,   and 
in   the  case when    M    = RRi     Z(M)     is  a  two-sided  ideal  of     R    and 
is   called   the   right  singular ideal of     R. 
1.1.6 LEMMA.     Z(M)     is  a submodule of    Mg    and    Z(R)     is a 
two-sided   ideal of    R. 
Proof:     Let    M_     be  a  right   R-module and   let    x,y  t   Z(M)     and 
R 
r £   R.     We  need  to show    x-y £   Z(M)     and    xr   e   Z(M).     First,   we 
J 
show x-y e Z(M).  Choose  k e (0:x) n (0:y).  Then xk - 0 = yk. 
Hence, (x-y)k = 0  and k £ (0:x-y).  Therefore, 
(0:x-y) £ (0:x) n (0:y).  Let L  be a non-zero right ideal of  R. 
Then  ((0:x) fl (0:y)) n L = (0:x) n ((0:y)n L)  which is not equal 
to zero since  (0:y) n L ^ 0 and  R V (0:x).  Therefore, 
(0:x) n (0:y)  is essential in R.  Since (0:x-y) 2 (0:x) n (0:y), 
(0:x-y)  is essential in R and  (x-y) e Z(M).  To finish the 
first part of the proof, let  k e [(0:x):r].  Then  rk E (0:x) 
and x(rk) = (xr)k = 0 which implies  k £ (0:xr).  Hence, 
(0:xr) £ ((0:x):r).  Now we shall show that  ((0:x):r)  is 
essential in  R.  Let  K be a nonzero right ideal of  R.  Show 
K n [(0:x):r] t  0. 
(Case 1):  r • K - 0.  If  r- k = 0  for all  k E K, then 
x(rk) = 0  for all  k £ K which implies 
0 t   K c [(0:x):r]. 
(Case 2):  r • K J  0.  Since  rK  is a right ideal of  R, 
(0:x) n rK ^ 0.  Therefore, there is a 0 4  rk 
E  rK n (0:x).  But  rk £ (0:x)  implies 
0 - x(rk)  and that  k £ ((0:x):r).  Clearly 
Q 4  V.  z   [(0:x):r] n K. 
In either case, ((0:x):r)  meets  K nontrivially.  Hence 
((0:x):r)  is essential in  R.  Since  (0:xr) £ ((0:x):r), 
(0:xr)  is also essential in  R.  Therefore, xr £ Z(M)  and  Z(M) 
is a submodule of M^. 
By the preceding, Z(R)  is a right ideal of  R.  But if 
x E Z(R) and a £ R, (0:ax) 2 (0:x) which implies ax e Z(R). 
Therefore, Z(R)  is a two-sided ideal of  R. 
1.1.7 LEMMA.  Let NL 2 N . 
(1) Z(N) = Z(M) n N, and if M V N, Z(M) V Z(N); 
(2) if M V N, then  Z(M) = 0  if and only if  Z(N) = 0. 
Proof:  (1)  Let  x E Z(N).  Then  x e   N implies  x e M 
which implies  x E Z(M)  since  R V (0:x).  Therefore, 
x E Z(M) n N and Z(N) c z(M) n N.  Let  x E Z(M) n N.  Then 
x E N and  R V (0:x)  which implies  x E Z(N).  Therefore, 
Z(M) n N c z(N)  and hence, Z(N) = Z(M) n N.  Assume  M V N; 
we shall show Z(M) V Z(N).  Let  0 t  SR be a submodule of  M^ 
and  0 J  K^    be a submodule of  S .  Then  K n N f  0  and 
0?(KnN-(KnS)nN»Kn(SnN).  Hence, S V (S n N)  for 
each submodule  S  of M_.  So, Z(M) V (Z(M) n N)  and since 
Z(M) n N = Z(N), Z(M) V Z(N).  Part (2) is immediate. 
1.1.8 THEOREM.  If ^ 2 NR and  Z(N) = 0, then  M V N 
if and only if M f N. 
Proof: (.*-)   1.1.2 
(-►)  Assume  M V N and Z(N) = 0.  We will show M T N  by 
using 1.1.3.  By 1.1.7, Z(N) = 0  implies  Z(M) = 0.  Let  x  and 
0 ^ y E M^.  Let  (N:x) = {r E R | xr E N}  and  (0:y) - 
{r E R I yr » 0}.  We know  (0:y)  is not an essential ideal of  R 
since Z(M) = 0  and  y i  0.  If we can show  (N:x)  is essential 
in  R, we will know  (0:y) ±  (N:x), and hence there will exist 
an  r e (N:x)  such that  r i   (0:y); that is, xr £ N  and  yr 4  0. 
Thus, the theorem will be proved.  First, we need to show  (N:x) 
is a right ideal of  R.  Let  ^.r, 6 (N:x).  Since  M is a 
R-module, x^-r^ = x^ - xr„.  But because  N  is a R-module, 
xr±     and  xr2 E N.  Therefore, xr1 - xr2 e N  and  r, - r2 e (N:x). 
The product  *(»j • r2> = ("T-)^ e N  since  r g (N:x)  implies 
xrj £ N.  Therefore, (N:x)  is a subring of  R.  To show 
(N:x)R c (N:x), let  r. E (N:x)  and  r2 e R.  By the previous 
argument, x(^ • r2> = (xrjr. £ N  and  r, • r, e (N:x).  We 
now show  (N:x)  is essential in  R.  Let  0 4  s  e R; then  xsR 
is a submodule of >L.  If  xs = 0, s £ (N:x)  and 
0 ^ s £ sR n (N:x).  If xs 4  0, then  xsR 4  0  and  N n xsR +  0. 
So there is an element  a  in  R such that  0 4  xsa £ N.  There- 
fore, 0 4   sa £ (N:x)  and since  sa £ sR, sR n (N:x) ?* 0.  In 
either case  (N:x) n sR 4  0, and so  R V (N:x). 
When  Z(R) = 0, this relationship between rational and 
essential extensions is very useful.  In particular, when 
Z(R) = 0, we know the injective envelope of  R^ is also a 
rational extension. 
1.1.9 LEMMA.  If  F f M, and  F  is R-isomorphic to  IC 
under a R-isomorphism  <J>, then  K f 4> (M). 
Proof:  Suppose  F T M and  $  is an onto, one-to-one 
R-homomorphism of  F  into  K.  Let  B  be a submodule of  ^ 
such that  L 2 BR 2 $(M).  Suppose  f E Hom^B.K)  such that 
f(t(M)) = 0; we must show  f(B) = 0.  Since  B 2 $(M)  and  * 
is  one-to-one,   f     (B)   £ M.     Let     k    be   the restriction of 
f  f*     to     *-1(B).     Then     k £  HomD(<(i"
1(B),F)     and    k(M)  = 0 
since    k(M)   =  4."   (f(<}>(M)))  =  <J>~   (0)  = 0.     However,   FTM    implies 
that     k =   0     which   implies    k(*     (B))  -  0.     But   this means 
(4>~   fn'1) (B)   =  <t._1(f(B))  = 0,   and since     f1  is   1-1, that     f(B)  =  0. 
Therefore,   K T   $(M). 
Section  2:     When   is   the   Injective Envelope  a Ring? 
1.2.1  DEFINITION.      If     GR 2 M^   then    GR    is  a maximal 
rational  extension of     M      provided: 
(a) GR     is a rational extension  of    M   ; 
(b) if FR - ^ and F " M> then the identity map from 
M into M can be extended to a monomorphism of F 
into     G; 
(c) if     FR 2 GR    and     F T M,   then     F = G. 
One might  ask   if  every   right  R-module has a maximal   rational 
extension.     The  answer  is yes,   and   the   following   theorem shows 
the existence of  such  a maximal   rational extension which  is 
unique  up   to isomorphism. 
1.2.2  THEOREM.     Let     E    be  the  injective hull  of    MD     for 
some   right   R-module    M   .     Let     A =  Horn   (E.E)     and    M    = 
{X   E   A   |   X(M)   =  0).     Then    M =  n{ker  X   |   X  c  M  }     is a maximal 
rational extension of     It,,   and    M    contains each  rational 
extension  of    hL     that   is contained  in     E.     Also,   if     GR    is any 
maximal  rational  extension  of    M_,   then   the  canonical     injection 
of    >L     into    M    can be extended   to a monomorphism of     G    onto    M. 
Proof:     The  proof   is  divided  into  five  parts which are 
collectively a  proof  of  the   theorem.     Let    M    and    M    be  defined as 
stated   in   the  theorem. 
(1)     Show    M » M.     We  know    M    is  an R-module  since it   is   the 
intersection of   the kernels of  R-homomorphisms.     It   is  clear   that 
MR - "R- Let BR - \ such that MR £ BR £ \- Let f E HomR(B,ff) 
such that f(M) = 0. Now E is injective and B c TI c E. Consider 
the  following  diagram: 
0-»   BR—E 
/f 
M 
E 
/ 
The   injectivity  of     E     implies   the  existence of     f   e   HomD(E,E) 
K 
such   that     f      restricted   to    BD     is     f.     Since     f'(M)   =   f(M)   = 0, 
V   6 M .     Therefore,   ker  f'   P M 2 B    and     f'(B)   = 0.     So     f(B)   = 0, 
and    M ? M. 
(2)     Show    M     contains   each   rational  extension of     M    in     E. 
Let     FD  £ E       such   that     F  f M.      Let     t  e   M      and R R 
K =   (x  c   F   |   t(x)   e  M).     Assume     t(F)  <f 0.     Since    E V M, 
t(F)   n  M 4 0.     Therefore,   there  exists  an    x* e   F    such   that 
0  f  y =   t(x*)   e   t(F)   n  M.     Now    0 i x*  e   K    and 
0  +   t(x*)   £   t(K).     Let     N  ■    t(F)   n  M.     Then    K =   t~   (N)   n  F,   and 
is  hence   a  submodule of     F   .     Observe  now  that     M c K + M £  F. 
K 
Therefore  t_, the restriction of  t  to K + M, is a function 
such that  t_(K+M) £ F  because if x E K, t(x) E M £ F.  Since 
F T M  and  tQ(M) = 0, it follows that  tQ(K+M) = 0.  This implies 
t(K) - t (K) = 0.  But, this is a contradiction to the fact that 
0 i   t(x*) E t(K).  Hence, t(F) = 0  for all  t c MA.  Therefore, 
by definition of  M, F £ M. 
10 
(3)     Show    M    satisfies condition   (b)   of definition 1.2.1.     Let 
H  f M.     Let     ©K    loosely denote   the canonical  injection of any 
module     K     into another set   containing    K.     Consider  the   following 
diagram: 
M 
0 —»    M -£L-> H 
6   I ' MJ        I 
M    /   4 
E 
Because     E     is   injective,   there  exists     4 e   Hom(H.E)     such  that 
■KM)   = M.     But     HTM     implies     H V M.     Therefore, 
ker  4 n  M c ker(9n °6W)  =  0    since   the  injection maps  are M       M 
one-to-one.     Because     ker  4 £ II    and    H 7 M,   this   implies 
ker  4 =   {0}.     Thus     4     is one-to-one     and     H     is  R-isomorphic   to 
4(H).     By   1.1.9,   4(H)   ▼ 4(M)   = M.     Thus by  part   (2)   of   this proof, 
4(H)  c M.     Therefore,   4    is  a monomorphism of     H     into    M    which 
extends   the  identity  map on    M. 
(4) Show    M    satisfies  part   (c)   of   the  definition  of maximal 
rational  extension.     Suppose    H £ M    and    H f M.     Then     H 7 M 
which  implies     H c E.     Therefore,   H c M    and    H = M. 
(5) If     G       is  any maximal  rational extension of    M,  we 
R 
want to show the identity map of M into M can be extended to 
a monomorphism of G onto M. Let GR be any maximal rational 
extension  of     M.     We   know  the  injective hull of     G,   denoted by 
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E(G),   is  an  injective  essential extension of     M.     Therefore,   there 
exists  an  isomorphism    f   :   E(G)  + E    such   that     f     is  the  identity 
on     M.     Let    M'     be defined  for    E(G)     as    M    was   for    E.     Since 
G     is  a  rational  extension of    M    and    G £ E(G),   G £ M'   (parts(l), 
(2)).     But by part 4,   M'  = G.     Now     f(M')   £ M    since     f(M')   ?  f(M)   - 
M    by  1.1.9.     Also,   f     (M)  £ M'     by  the same  reasoning.     Therefore, 
f(M')£ M -   ff_1(M)   £ f(M')     and     f(M')  - M.     Therefore,   f     induces 
as   isomorphism from    M'   = G    onto    M    which  is  the   identity on     M. 
1.2.3 LEMMA.     Let     R    be  a  ring and     E     the  injective hull 
of     R^.      Let     A =  Horn   (E,E);   then     E     is a  left     A-module. 
Proof:     Clearly    A     is a ring under  composition.     Define 
u   :   A  *   E -* E    by    fpx=  f(x).     To show     (E,y)     is a A-module, 
let     f     and     g     be elements  of     A     and    e^     and    e„    be  elements 
of     E.     One can easily  check     fu(e +e2>  =   (fue.)  +   (fue2)     and 
(f+g)   u   e     =   (fue   ) +   (gpe^.     Also,(f«g)   v  ex =   (f «g) (e^   = 
f(g(e.))   =   fn(g(e   ))   =   fui.gvep     and hence,   (E,u)     is  a A-module. 
1.2.4 LEMMA.     Let     Q =  Horn   (E,E)     where     R     is  a ring and     E 
" ^ 
is   the   injective  hull  of    RR;   then     E     is   a  right Q-module.     In 
fact,   E     is  a     (A.Q)-bimodule. 
Proof:     In   this proof,  we are assuming    Q     is  a  ring under 
composition  that   is  opposite of   the usual definition of  composition 
of   functions;   that   is,   if    x t   E     and    q,p  e   Q,   then     (x)(q°p)   = 
((xq))p.     Let     x,y t   E    and     p,q   e   Q.     Define     p*   :   E  x  Q - E 
by     xu*q  =  xq    where     xq    denotes     x    acted  on by     q.     It   is easy 
to  show     (x+y)u*q  = xu*q + yu*q     and    xu*(q+p)   = xp*q + xp*p. 
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Also,   xu*(q°p)   ■  x(qop)   =   ((xq))p =  xqw*p =   (xu*q)u*p.     Therefore, 
(E,u*)     is  a Q-module.     Let     f  e  A,   x e   E,   and     q e   Q.     Since     q 
is  a A-horaomorphism,   (fux)iJ*q  =   (fgx)q =   f(xq)   =  fp(xp*q)     and    E 
is  a     (A.Q)-bimodule. 
1.2.5  THEOREM.     If     R     is  a  ring,   E     is  the  injective  hull of 
R,   and     R    is   the  maximal   rational extension of     R,   then     R    is a 
ring whose  operation     •      :   R  *  R * R    induces   the module  operation 
u   :   R  x   R + R    in     R^;   in particular,   R     is a subring of     R. 
Proof:     Let     R    be a ring and     E    the  injective hull of     R. 
Let     R     be  defined as   in  1.2.2 where     A =  Hom^E.E).     Let     Q ■ 
Horn   (E,E).     By  1.2.4,   E     is  a   (A.Q)-bimodule which  implies   for 
each     X   E  A,   x £   E,   and    q  e   Q,   [A(x)]q -   X[(x)q].     If     R    ■ 
{X   E   A   |   X(R)   = 0),   then by  1.2.2,   R -  (m e  E   |   R (u)  - 0}  - 
n{ker   X   |   X   e   R   },   and  is   the maximal   rational  extension  of     RR. 
Observe since    1  E  R,  R    =  {X E A  |   X(l)   = 0}. 
We  first  show    Q     is  a right R-module.     Define a function 
<J>   :   R - Q     by    <j.(r)   =  Pr    
where    Pr<
x)  "  xr    for each    X E   E 
and module  multiplication  is  understood.     Clearly,  pr e   Q     for 
each     r e   R.     Let     r^  Tj 8 B    and     x t   E.     Then     (x)pr ^    - 
x(r +r ) = W, + xr2 =  (x)pr    +  (x)pf      and hence, 4>(r1+r2)  - 
♦ (rx)  + *(r2).     Now    ♦(r1-r2)   - Pr and     Wp^,^  ' 
(xr.)-r, -   (x)pr   oP which   implies     ♦<r1«r2)   - P ■ 
i       *■ ri     L2 i    « 
Pr °Pr rl     r2 
>(r1)   »*(r2).     Also,  if    ^ * 0    and    Pr - 0,   then 
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Pr   (1)   =   1   •   r: = 0; which   is bad.     So,   $     is   a  ring monomorphism, 
and    Q    contains  a subring     R'   =  <),(R)     which  is  ring isomorphic   to 
R.     Define     v'   :   Q *   R * Q    by     qu'r = q   °   $(r)   =  q   •  p       for each 
q  £ Q    and     r e   R.     The ring    Q,   together with     p',   is   a R-module 
and moreover,   Q     is a  ring whose multiplication   (composition) 
induces   the module multiplication,   u*. 
Now we  show    Q       is R-isomorphic  to     R_.      If     q  E   Q,   let 
(lq)  =  q°   £   E.     Define     6   :   QD +  ED    by     6(q)  = q°.      If     q.      and 
q2     are   in    Q,   then     6(q1+q2>   =   i(qj+ q2>=   l<\1 + lq2  - 
6(qi)  +  9(q2).      If    r  e   R,   G(qp'r)   =   (qr)°  =   l(qr)   =   l(q.4»(r))   » 
l(qopr)   -   (lq)pr  =   (q°)Pr  =  q°   •   r = fl(q)   •   r.     Thus     6     is  a 
R-homomorphism.     We want   to show    9     is  an  R-isomorphism.     Let 
q  e   Q    such  that     6(q)   ■ q°   = 0     and  let     x e   E;   define,   for  all 
r  E  R,   a   function     k   •   R ■* E    by     k(r)  - xr    where module multi- 
plication   is understood.     Since     E     is  injective,   there   is   a 
A   E  A     such that     A     restricted  to    R    is     k.     Now    A(l)   ■  k(l)   =  x. 
So,   xq =   (A(l))q   = A(lq)  =  A(q°)   =   A(0)   = 0.     Therefore,   since     x 
was arbitrarily  chosen  in     E,   q = 0;   hence     ker 6  «  {0}     and     9     is 
a monomorphism.     Next,   we want   to  show    6(Q)  =  R.     Let     q  E   Q     and 
A   £  RA.     Then     q°   c   0(Q)  =  Q°     and     A(q°)   =  A(lq)   =   (A(l))q   = 
(0)q = 0.     Since     A     and    q     are  arbitrary,   R  (Q°)   = 0     and     9(Q)   = 
Q° c R.     Now we need   to show    R c Q°.     Let    m E   E.     Define 
A     :   R * E    by    *A   (r)   = mr     for each     r     in     R.     Since     E     is 
m m 
injective,   there  is  a     A     E   A     such   that     A^    restricted   to     R 
u 
is     X  .     Clearly,   X   (1)  = m    and,   hence,   for  each    m    in     E,   there 
is   a     A       in     A    such  that     A   (1)   ■ m.     Fix    x E   R.     Show    x e   0°. in m ^ 
Define    g   :   E ■* E    by     (m)g - A   (x)     for each     m     in    E.     The 
m 
function    g     is well-defined since   if     A'(l)   =  m,   then     (A1-A   )(1) 
m 
0. which  implies     A'   -  A     e   RA.     Hence     (A'-A   )(R)   =0     and  then 
' mm 
(A'-A  )(x)   =   0.     So,   A   (x)   =   A'(x)     and     g     is well-defined.     To 
mm 
show    g     is  a A-homomorphism,   let     A'   e   A,  m e   E    and show 
(A'(m))g -  A'(mg).     By  definition,   (A'(m))g =  X.,,   . (x)     and  if 
A (ia) 
r e R, A, ,. . (r) = A'(m) • r = A'(mr) = A'°A (r).  So 
A (m; m 
(A.,, . -A*"A ) £ RA which implies  X,t/ >(y) = A'-A (y)  for A (m)     m A (m;        m 
each y £ R.  Now  (A' (m))g = \,/- \ (*) = x'°xm^'>   = A'((m)g), and 
g £   Q.     Let     i_     denote   the   identity on     E;   then     (A  -i   )(R)   = 0 
E 1     tj 
and so     (A   -i   ) (R)   =  0.     This means     A^x)  -  i(x)  - x.     So    x = 
A,(x)  =   lg  =  g°  £   Q°     and     R £ Q°.     Therefore,   R = Q°     and    Q 
is   R-isomorphic   to     R. 
One  can   show     (R,+,-')     is  a  ring where     (r1
+r
2)   
= 
e(e-1(r,)+9"1(r2))     and     rx  •' t2 ■  9(e~1(r1)o6"1(r2))      (where     6 
is   the  R-isomorphism between     Q     and    R).     So,   R     is  a  ring whose 
ring multiplication   induces   the  R-raodule multiplication, 
u   ifxl+I,   since  if     r  e   R,   then     e     (r)   = pf     and     q°   •     r = 
e(e"1(q°)oe~1(r))   =   e(q°or)   =  9(qii'r)   -   e(q)ur =   q°Mr     for all 
q°   £   R. 
Let "•" denote multiplication in a ring R. The right 
regular module, R^, is constructed by defining rur' = r • r. 
Note that the module multiplication of the injective hull of  Rj^ 
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extends     v,   and since    R       is   a submodule of  the   injective hull, 
the module multiplication of     iL     extends     u     and hence multipli- 
cation   in     R.     So,   if     r.,r.   e   R,   r1 r2  = rl  »   r2 " rl   '   r2 
and     R     is  a subring of    R. 
1.2.6  THEOREM.     Let     R    be a  ring and    E    the   injective hull 
of     R_.      If     Z(R)   =  0,   then    E     is a  ring whose multiplication 
operation     •      :   E x  E ■+ E    induces   the  module multiplication 
u   :   E   x  R ■* E. 
Proof:     Let     R    be a ring with    Z(R)   = 0.     Let     R    be  defined 
as   in   1.2.2  and   1.2.5.     Since     K T  R     implies    5 V R,   R c  E. 
However,   Z(R)   = 0     implies    E f R    which  implies     E c  R.     Therefore, 
R ■ E     and  by 1.2.5,   the  theorem is proved. 
The  preceding  theorems have  proved  that    Z(R)   =0     is a 
sufficient   condition  for  the   injective  hull   to be  a  ring.     The 
question  "Is Z(R)  - 0 a necessary condition"  is  answered  in a 
paper by  B.   L.   Osofsky  [4J.     In   this   paper,   she gives  an  example 
of  a  ring with    Z(R)  j* 0    whose  injective hull   is  a ring.     Thus, 
the answer   to   the  above  question is   "no". 
1.2.7  THEOREM.     If     R    is  a commutative ring,   then     R     is 
a   commutative   ring. 
Proof:     Let     (R,+,-)     be  a commutative  ring and     (R,+,-   ) 
be  defined  as   in  1.2.5.     By  1.2.6 we  know    R    is  a  subring of     R. 
Fix     r   t   R.     Define    *,   :   R - I    by     ^(b)   =  r   •'   b     and 
$     :   R - R    by     $2<b)   = b y  r     for each    b  t   R    where     •'     induces 
p.     To  check  that     ♦,     and     *2     are   R-homomorphisms,   let     a     and 
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b e   R    and     r    e  R.     Then     <J>   (a+b)   =  r   •' (a+b)  =  r   •'   a + r   •'   b - 
*1(a) + ^(b)    and    $2(a+b)  =   (a+b)yr = ayr + bur - 4>2(a) + <t>Ab). 
Also,   ^(aur^)   =  r   . ' (ayr^   =  r   -'(a-'r  )   =   (r-'a)    •'  r,  ■ 
^(a)   |i   r-   , and     ^(ayr^)   =   (ayr^   y   r ■ au(r.T)   =  ay(r-r1)   - 
(ayr)   y  r.=   $2(a)   
v   ri>   since     R    is   commutative.     Therefore, 
<J>.     and    $. £   HOIIL(R,R).     Now let     z  e   R.     Observe   that 
(4.1-*2)(z)   =   $1(z)   - *2(z)   =  r 
i i 
z  -   z r = 
z  -  z   •   r =  r 
z - z y   r ■ 
z  - r   •   z  = 0 j since     R     is a  subring of     R 
and    R    is   commutative.     Therefore,   if     z  e   R,   (<$j~<JO (Z)  " 0 
and     (*1-'('2)(R)   =  0.     However,   R T  R     implies     (^-(J-j) (b)   =  0 
for each    b  e   R    which  implies     r  •'   b = b n   r = b   •'   r     for 
each     b y  R.     Since     r    was  arbitrarily chosen,  we   know     r   •     b  = 
b   •'   r     for each     r e   R,   b e   R;   that   is,   elements  of     R     commute 
with  elements  of     R. 
Now we  are  ready   to show    R     is  commutative.     Fix     r E   R. 
Define     f   :   R ♦ R    by     f(b)   =  r   •'   b     for each    b     in     R    and 
g   :   R * R    by     g(b)   = b   •'   r     for each    b  c   R.     We  must   show 
f,g e   HonL(R.R).     The  additive  property clearly works.      If 
r E   R,   f(byr)   =   r   •'(byr)   =   r   -'(b-'r)   =   (r-'b)   • '   r =   f(b)ur 
and     g(bur)   =   (byr)   •'   r =   (b-'r).'   r (r-'F)   = b   •'(?•   r) 
(b-'r)   •'   r = g(b)   y   r     since     R    commutes with     R.     Thus,   f     and 
g    are  R-homomorphisms.     Let     r  e   R.     We see  that     (f-g)(r)   ■ 
7.'r_r.*F=7.
,r-r-'r=0.     Therefore,   (f-g)(R)   =   0, 
which  implies   (since  R T  R)   that   (f-g)(R)   =   0;   that   is,   r   •   b  = 
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b   •   r     for all     b  c  R.     Since     r     was arbitrarily chosen,   this  is 
true   for  each     r e  R.     This means     R    is  commutative. 
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Section  3:     Utumi  Quotient  Rings and von Neumann Rings 
If     R     is  a ring such  that     Z(R)   = 0,   in   this  section we 
will  show that   the  injective  hull  of    R^     is a maximal  right 
quotient   ring of    R.      We will  also  show  that  under  this  condition, 
the  injective hull  of     R^    is   a right  self-injective,   von Neumann 
ring. 
1.3.1 DEFINITION. A ring A containing a ring R is a 
(Utumi) right quotient ring of R in case L is a rational 
extension of     R^. 
1.3.2 DEFINITION.     A right quotient  ring    A     of    R    is 
maximal  in   case   given  any right quotient  ring    T    of    R,   there 
exists  a  ring monomorphism of     T     into     A    which   induces   the 
identity map on     R. 
In  the  proof of   1.2.5,   R     is   shown  to be a subring of     R 
and we  already  know     R     is  a   rational  extension of     R;   hence, 
R     is   a right  quotient   ring of     R.     Therefore,   every ring has  a 
right  quotient  ring. 
1.3.3 LEMMA.     If     A    and    B     are   right  quotient  rings of     R 
and   if     $   :   A„ -»• B       is a module monomorphism which  induces   the 
identity map on     R,   then     $     is a  ring monomorphism of    A     into 
B. 
Proof:     Let    A     and    B     be  right   quotient rings  of     R    and 
*    be  a module monomorphism of    A^^     into    BR    which  induces   the 
identity map on     R.      Let     "o"     denote   the product   in    A    and 
denote   the  product   in     B.     If     a r.   A    and     r  I  R,   then     <j.(a»r)   = 
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<f(a)   •   r.     Since     ♦     is  a module  monomorphlsm,   consider    A     to 
actually be  a submodule  of     B;   that  is,   identify     a    and    <J>(a). 
Then     a  ■>   r  = a   •   r     for all    a e  A,   r e   R.     Let     a e  A.     Define 
fl   :   AR * AR    by     fl^   =  a  ° x     for a11    x e  A    and     f2   :   \ * BR 
by     f2(x)   -  a   •   x     for all     x e   A.     Clearly,   f       and     f„     are 
well-defined R-homomorphisms and  so     f  = f     -  f       is.     Let     r e  R. 
Then     f(r)   ■   (f.-f-Hr)   «aor-a-r»0     and  hence     f(R)   -  0. 
However,   B T R    then  implies    f(A)  - 0    which  implies     f(a.)   - 
31  "  a 0     for all    a1     in     A.     Therefore,   a  »   a1 
a   •   a       for  all     a1     in     A    and  since     a    was  chosen arbitrarily, 
a   ■   a.   = a   •   a.     for all     a    and     a.      in    A.     Hence,   <t>(a°b)   = 
a   °   b » a   •   b ■  <J>(a)   •   ♦(b)     for  all     a    and    b     in    A,  which 
implies     ;     is  a  ring monomorphism. 
1.3.A  THEOREM.     If     A    is  a  right  quotient   ring of     R,   there 
exists  a ring monomorphism    $    of    A     into     R    which  induces   the 
identity map on    R. 
Proof:     Let     A    be  a  right   quotient ring of     R.     Then  since 
A T R,   A V R    and   therefore    A £ E(R),   the   injective hull of     R. 
By 1.2.2,   R    is  a maximal  rational extension of     R    in    E(R).     Thus 
i   :   R -*  R    can be extended to a module monomorphism    $   :   A^ -* K^. 
But,   by 1.3.3,   <J>  is a ring monomorphism. 
The preceding  theorem tells us  if    R    is  a ring,   R     is  a 
maximal  right quotient   ring of     R.     So if     Z(R)   ■ 0,   E(R)     is   a 
maximal   right quotient  ring of     R    by   1.2.6. 
- 
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1.3.5   COROLLARY.     If     R     is a  ring,   then  any two maximal 
right  quotient  rings of     R    are   ring isomorphic under  a mapping 
that   induces   the   identity mapping on    R. 
Proof:     Let     A    and     B    be maximal  right  quotient  rings  of 
a ring    R.     Then by definition of  maximal  right quotient   ring, 
there  exist     ring monomorphisms     <p       and     $„     such  that 
<f>     !   A ■+ B     and     <J>?   :   B * A    which   induce  the  identity map on 
R.     Let     i       and     i       denote   the  identity maps  on    A    and     B, 
respectively.     Now     (<f>-<xJ>..-iA) (R)   = 0, which   implies., since 
A T R     that     (4,*4.-i.)(A)   =  °    which     implies     $2   •$,   -  ±A- 
Likewise,   4>n   •   tp„   = i„.     Hence     <(>       is  a  ring  isomorphism. i 2. a i. 
1.3.6 DEFINITION. A ring R  is said to be von Neumann 
provided for each  a e R, there exists x e R such that  axa - a. 
1.3.7 DEFINITION. Let  R be a ring.  The Jacobson Radical of 
R, denote by J(R), is the intersection of all the maximal right 
ideals of  R. 
1.3.8 DEFINITION. An element x of a ring R is said to be 
right quasi-regular provided there exists an element x' e R such 
that  x + x' + xx' = 0 or equivalently, (l+x)(l+x') = 1. 
The definitions of left quasi-regular and quasi-regular are 
analogus. A two-sided ideal I of R is said to be left quasi- 
regular provided every element of I is left quasi-regular. It 
is well-known that if R is a ring, J(R) is a left (and right) 
quasi-regular two-sided ideal containing each left quasi-regular 
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two-sided  ideal of    R.     The  proofs will be  omitted here  but may 
be   found  in   [3]. 
1.3.9 DEFINITION.     A module    M^    is  said  to be quasi-injective 
in  case  each homomorphism of  any  submodule  of    hL     into    M^    can 
be extended   to a homomorphism of    M^     into    M_. 
The   following  lemmas are  proved  in  order  to  show the 
endomorphism ring,   A,   of a quasi-injective  module  is  a right 
self-injective,  von Neumann  ring.     We will use  this   theorem to 
prove   that   under certain conditions   the   injective hull  of  a ring 
is von  Neumann and right self-injective. 
1.3.10 LEMMA.     A ring    R    is von Neumann  if  and only  if  for 
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each     a  £   R,   there exists an     e    = e  £   R    such  that     aR ■ eR. 
Proof:      (-►)     Let     R    be  a von Neumann ring.     Choose    a e   R. 
Then  there  exists    x £   R    such  that    axa =  a.     Then     e =  ax 
satisfies     e2 =  e    and    eR =  axR £ aR.     But     a =  ea £   eR    so  that 
aR £ eR    and hence,   aR = eR^ where     e     is  an   idempotent. 
(«-)     Suppose    aR -  eR     for all    a £   R,   where     e     is   an 
2 
idempotent  and depends  on    a.     Let    a £   R.     Then  there   is    e     - 
e   £  R     such   that    aR =  eR.     So,   there  exists     r  £   R    such  that 
a  = er     and   there  exists    r*   £   R    such   that e - ar'.     Let 
x =  r\     Then    axa =   (a)(r')(er)   =   (ar*)(er) =   (e) (er)   =  e  r - 
er = a.     Hence,   R    is  von Neumann. 
1.3.11 LEMMA.     Let    S    be   a von Neumann ring and   let    Pr(S) 
denote   the  set of principal   right   ideals  of S.     Then 
(1)     if    A    and     B    are  elements  of    Pr(S),   A+ B  £   Pr(S); 
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(2)     P   (S)     contains each  finitely  generated  right   ideal     of     S. 
exists     e 
Proof:      (1)     Let    A    and     B    be  in     P   (S).     By 1.3.10,   there 
2 2 e       in    S     and     f =   f       in     S    such  that    A ■  eS     and 
B =   fS.     Let     &1  =   (l-e)fS.     Now    A + B =   {eu + fv   |   u,v e  S}     and 
A + B     =  (e(u'-fv)  + fv   |   u',v E   S}.     Choose    x F  A + B.     Then 
x =  eu + fv » eu + efv -  efv + fv = e(u+fv-fv)+fv j which   implies 
x c   A + B..      If     x e A + B.,   then    x ■ eu'   +  fv - efv - e(u'-fv)  + 
fv,  which implies     x e   A + B.     Now,   B1   ■  f.S    where     f^ - 
(f-ef)   =   (l-e)f,   and     f       =   f     e   S     and  since     f.   £  B   ,   ef.   - 
e(l-e)f =   (e-e2)f   = 0.     Now let     f   =  f.(l-e).     Then     f   •   f-   = 
fl- f1(l-e)f1 -  f^  -   f.af,  =•  f-     =  f1 and hence     f 
So     (f)2 =   f (f1(l-e))   -  f,(l-e)   - f*.     Since     f   -  f^l-e)   £   f^ 
and     fx =  f
,£1 £   f'S,   it   follows  that     f'(S)  -  f^S)  = hy     Hence, 
A +  B -  eS +  f'S.     Because    ef'   » 0 and     f'e - 0,  A + B = 
eS +  f'S =   (e+f)(S)   £   Pf(S). 
(2)     Suppose     K    is a finitely generated  right  ideal  of     S. 
Then  there exist 
a,S +   .    .   .+a  S.     But,   1.3.10  implies     a.S = e  S    where     e       is 
In i * * 
an   idempotent  of     S.     Part   (1)   of   this  proof can be extended  to 
finite  sums.     Hence K     is a principal  right  ideal  and  is  generated 
by  an   idempotent. 
1.3.12 THEOREM.     Let    >L     be a quasi-injective module, 
A =  HomD(M,M),   and  J -  J(A).     Then 
K 
(1)  J = {A e A I M V ker X}  and  A/J  is von Neumann; 
a., a», . . ., a  in  S such that  K 
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(2)     if    J(A)   =  0,   then     A     is a   right  self-injective,   von 
Neumann   ring. 
Proof:     Let     I =   {A  t   A   |   M V  ker  X}.     Let     A  e  A    and 
a,u  e   I.     One can  easily show    ker(u-a)   £ ker  u   n  ker a.     Since 
M V   (ker u  n  ker  a),  M V  ker(p-a),   and  thus     M   - a  e   I.     Also, 
ker(A°a)   £ ker a} which  implies     M V   (ker  A°   a).     Hence, 
Aoa e   I     and     I     is  a   left  ideal  of     A.     Let     0 4  x e M.     We 
wish   to  show    xR  n  ker(a°A)   4 0.     If    A(xR)   4 0,   then,   because 
A(xR)     is  a  submodule  of    M,   A(xR)   n  ker a 4 0     since    M V  ker a. 
Therefore,   there  exists     0 4   xr f   xR    such   that     A(xr)  4 0 
and    a(A(xr))   =  0.     However,   this means     0 4  xr     is   in 
ker(a°A)   n  xR.     If     A(xR)   =  0,   then    a(A(xR))   =  0.     This   implies 
0 4 xR c   ker(a°A)     and  so    xR n  ker(a°A)   4 0.      In  either case, 
M V ker(a°A).     Thus     a°A  e   I     and we  can conclude   that     I     is  a 
two-sided   ideal  of     A. 
Let    A  E   I.     If    x e  ker A n ker(l+A),   then    A(x) = 0 
and    x +  A(x)   ■=  0,   which   implies     x =  0.     Since     M V ker  A, 
ker(l+*)   =  0.     Thus we  know for each     A  e   I,   1 + A     is a one-to- 
one   function and has  a  left   inverse.     Therefore,   I     is a  left 
quasi-regular,   two-sided  ideal of     R    and  consequently is  a 
subset  of     J. 
Now let  A e A and  L  be a submodule of  MR, maximal 
with respect to N n ker A - 0, where  N  is a submodule of M^ 
let  K - ker A.  Consider the relation  <J>, mapping  A(L)  into 
L, defined by  $(A(x)) = x  for each  A(x) z   A(L).  If x,y e L 
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such   that     X(x)   =   X(y),   then     X(x-y)   =  0    and     x-y  e   L n  K =  0.     So 
x =  y     and     $     is  a  function.     Since    M     is quasi-injective and 
A(L)     c M   ,   <t>     is  induced  by some     0 e   A.     Let     x + y=ueL+   K 
where     x e   L    and     y c  K.     It  is  clear  that     L+   K c ker(X-X9X) 
since     (X-A9X)(u)  -  X(u)   -  X9X(u)  =  X(x)   -  X(x)  =  0. 
Claim;     M V   (L+K). 
Subproof:     Assume     L+K    is not essential  in     M.     There 
exists  a    N    c M       such   that     (L+K)   n N ■ 0.     We  claim now that 
(L+N)   n  K =  0.     Let    x e   L    and    y  6  N     such  that 
0 4  x+y  £   (L+N)   n  K.     Then     (x+y)   - x = y e  N  n   (L+K)   =  0. 
Therefore,   0 4 x+y =xe   KnL=0) which  is  a contradiction 
since     L     is  maximal with  respect   to missing     K.     Hence,   M V   (L+K). 
Therefore     X-X6X e   I,   which means   for all     X +  I e   A/I,   there 
exists     6   e   A     such  that     X +  I -  X9X +  I.     Hence,   A/I     is  a von 
Neumann   ring. 
To   finish  part   (1),   it  suffices   to  show    J £ I.     Let     X   e   J. 
By  the  previous  argument,   there exists a   9  e   A     such  that 
X-X9X  c   I.     Since    J     is   left  quasi-regular and     -X9 e  J,   there 
exists a   y   e   A     such that     y   •   (1+-X6)   =   1.     But     X  - 
y   o   (l-xe)-X  - y   °(X-X9X)   %   I,   since     I     is  an  ideal.     Therefore, 
J c   I     and   thus     J =   I    and   (1)   is  proved. 
(2)     It   follows   from part   (1)   if     J - 0,   then     A/J  -  A/0  = A 
is  a von Neumann  ring.     Lemma  1.3.11 will be  used   in  the   remainder 
of   the proof   to show    A     is  right   self-injective. 
'w 
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Let     f     be a A-homomorphism from a right   ideal     I    of    A     into 
A.     Define     LM    to be  the  submodule   of    hL     generated by 
(A(m)   I   A  e   I    and    m £   M}.     If    x e   IM,   then   there exist 
n E   Z   ,A. A    e   I    and    m, n 1 
D    e   M    such   that 
n 
x =   .£,A   (m.).     Consider  the  function between     IM    and    M 
defined by     6(x)  -   .I.f(A   )(m.).     We  need   to show    6     is   indeed 
a function.     Suppose     y e   IM.     Then     y =   .£  p   (m.)j   where 
V .   E   I    and     m.   E   M     for     1<   j ?   t.     The  right  ideal  of    A 
generated by     {A   ,A   ,•   •   »X   ,   UjiU.**   •   »MJ     is of   the  form 
2 c eA     where     e    =  e £   A.     Observe  since    A     E   eA,  A     = eA     for  some 
A   E   A     and     eA,  £   eA.     Also,   e\x =  e(eA)  =  eA   = Xj_.     Likewise 
eu.   - u.,   f(A.)   =  f(e)A   ,   and     f(u.)   =  f(e)-u   .     Consequently,   9 (x)» 
^fCA.Jm.   =   .P1(f(e)Ai)(m.)   =   f (e) .g^On.)   -   f(e)-x.     Similiarly, 
6(y)   -   .1   f(u.)(m.)   =   f(e)-y.     Thus   if    x =  y,   then    9(x)   -   f(e)-x  = 
f(e)-y = 9(y)     and    9     is a  function.     Clearly,   9     is   an R-homomor- 
phism  from     IM    into    M.     Since    M     is  quasi-injective,   9     is 
induced by  some  element    9'   £   A.     Then     (9'°A)(m)  -  9'(A(m))   = 
f(A)(m)     for all    m£   M    and    A  e   I,   so that     £(A)   ■ 9'. A     for  all 
A  E   I.     This establishes   that    A     satisfies  Baer's  condition  for 
injectivity,   and we  conclude    A     is   self-injective as  a right 
A-module. 
1.3.13   LEMMA.     If     R    is a ring  such   that     Z(R)   = 0    and   if     E 
is   the   injective hull of     R,   then    A   = Ho.yE.E)     is  a  right   self- 
injective,   von Neumann  ring. 
Proof:     Let     R    be a  ring such   that     Z(R)   = 0.     Let     E    denote 
the   injective  hull  of     RR    and    A-HomR(E,E).     Let     A   r.  J(A). 
'" 
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By  1.3.12,   since injective  Implies  quasi-injective,   E V  ker  X.     But 
X(ker  A)  =  0    which   implies; since     E   T ker   A     that     A(E)   =  0    or 
that   A    =  0.     Hence,   J(V)   =  0     and  by   1.3.12,   A     is  a right  self- 
injective,   von Neumann ring. 
1.3.14 THEOREM.     If     R     is  a  ring such  that     Z(R)   =  0    and   if 
E     is   the   injective  hull of    R,   then     A  ■ Horn   (E,E)     is   ring 
R 
isomorphic to E. 
Proof:  Let  R be a ring such that  Z(R) = 0.  Let  E denote 
the injective hull of R^ and  A = HonL (E,E).  We first want to 
show  A is a right R-module.  Let  r e R.  Define  n  : Rj. * E 
by  n (x) = r-x for all  x e  R, where  "•"  is multiplication in 
E.  Since  E  is injective and  n  is a R-homomorphism, n  is 
R r r 
induced by some  n * e A.  Define  <f> : R e A by  $(r) = n *.  Let 
a,b c R.  One can show without much difficulty that  [n* ,- 
(n*+n*)](R) = 0 and  (n* ,-n*=n*)(R) = 0. Because Z(R) = 0, 
3D 3* D   3   D 
E »R and therefore  [na+b
_(na+nb'^E) = ° and  ^na-b " 
n*°n*](E) = 0. Hence n*+b = n*+n* and  n*.b = n*»n* and + 
is a ring homomorphism.  Assume  r e ker $; then  n*(x) = 0  for 
all  x E E.  However, 1 e R £ E; so, n*(l) = r = r-1 = 0.  Thus we 
know  ker * = (0).  Hence, A contains a subring isomorphic to  R, 
namely  *(R).  The ring  A is a natural right R-module under the 
operation  u, where  Aur = X»n*  for all  A e A and  r e R.  As in 
the proof of 1.2.5, for each  x c  E, there is a  n* c A such that 
n*(l) = x.  Define a function  0 : E -> A  by B(x) = n*.  Clearly 
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0 is well-defined and 8(x+y) = n*  = n* + n* since 
[n*+y ~ (i*+n*)](r) = (x+y)r - xr - yr - 0 for every r e R 
and  E T R.  It is not hard to see that  n*.  - n*ur e HOBL(E,E) 
x * r x R 
and  that     (n*      - n*ur)(l)  = 0.     Thus,   (n*      - n*ur)(R)  - 0,   which 
implies     (n*      - n*ur)(E)  = 0.     So,  6(x-r)  -  n*      - n  yr = x r        x x« r        x 
6(x)pr and  9  is an R-homomorphism.  If  6(x) = 8(y), then 
x = n*(l) ■ n*(l) = y  and  0  is one-to-one.  Choose X   e A. 
Let y = X(l). Then  (n* - X) e Horn (E,E), and (n* - A)(l) = 0, 
which implies  (n  - A)(R) - 0.  But again, E ? R  implies 
(n* - A)(E) = 0, which means  6(y) = n  = X.  Hence  6  is a 
one-to-one, onto module homomorphism between  E and  A.  So, A 
is a rational extension of  R, where we identify  R with  4>(R), 
and  A  is thus a right quotient ring of  R.  Since  6  is the 
identity on  R, by 1.3.3  6  is a ring isomorphism and we can 
conclude  E  and  A  are ring isomorphic. 
1.3.15 THEOREM.  Let  R be a ring such that  Z(R) = 0. 
Then the injective hull of  R^  is a right self-injective, von 
Neumann ring which is also the maximal right quotient ring of  R. 
Proof:  Let  R  be a ring such that  Z(R) - 0.  Let  E 
denote the injective hull of  RR.  By 1.2.6, E - R  is a ring 
that contains  R as a subring and is the maximal rational 
extension of  R^, hence, by 1.3.4 the maximal right quotient ring 
of  R.  By 1.3.13, A  is a right self-injective, von Neumann ring 
and so, by 1.3.14, E  is also. 
T 
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CHAPTER  II 
THE  INJECTIVE ENVELOPE OF THE    n  x n     UPPER TRIANGULAR 
MATRIX RING 
This chapter is devoted to showing the injective hull of the 
n * n  upper triangular matrix ring is the full n x n matrix 
ring. 
In the following proofs, let  D represent a division ring, 
M (D) ■ S denote the full  n » n matrix ring over D, and 
UT (D) = K be the n * n  upper triangular matrix ring over  D. 
The matrix with 1 in the i— row and j -D column with zero every- 
where else will be denoted by  E  .  Also,  E(K)  will denote 
the injective hull of  K. 
2.1 LEMMA.  Z(K) = 0. 
Proof:  Define  S.  = la • E,  I a e D); we want to show that 
in        in 
S.   is a simple submodule of  K^ for 1 * i S n.  Clearly, S in 
is closed under addition.  Let  k e K and  a   be that element 
of  D  that belongs to the n~ row and n- column of k.  Let 
s  e   S, Then     s  ■  a   •   E,        for  some     a e  D.     But     s   •   k     is   the in 
,th th a in  the   i^~   row and n — column with  zero 
nn 
in 
matrix with     a 
everywhere  else.     So     s-k  e   Sin     and    S.n     is  a submodule of     K^. 
Let     0 ¥  L       be  a submodule  of     S^;   we want   to  show    L =   S^. 
Because      (Sln)R £ 1^,   LR c 1^.     Choose    0 4 b   c   L.     Then    b  =  a-E^ 
1 
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for some  a e D.  Let b' 
-1 
E  .  Then b' e K and E, 
nn in 
b-b' £ L.  Thus,  S.  - (b-b')S.  c L which implies S.  = L. 
in in in 
Therefore, S.   is simple for each  1 £  i £ n. 
in 
It is clear that if  I  is an essential right ideal of K, 
then  ins,  = S,   because S,   is simple for each  1 £ i £ n. 
in   in in 
This implies  S  £ I  for each  1 = i * n and hence, 
n 
,t,   S,  £ I. 
i=l in 
Observe   if     c     is  any  element  of     K,   then     c   •   E is  the 
matrix whose  n"1 column   is   equal   to   the   i"11 column  of     c     and   is 
zero everywhere else. 
n 
Assume  a G Z(K).  Thus  .1. S.  £ (0:a)  as shown above.  This 
implies  ft • .£, S.  =0  and therefore, a • E  = 0 for each 
1 S i < n.  Thus, the matrix a must be equal to zero.  Therefore, 
Z(K) - 0. 
2.2 LEMMA.  SR V 1^. 
Proof:  It is not hard to show  S  is a K-module since  K 
is a subring of  S.  To show SR V 1^, let  0 +  x c S and prove 
K n xK +  0.  Since  x +  0, there exists an integer  j, 1 < j s n, 
such that the j— column of  x  is not zero.  So, x • Ejn  is the 
matrix with n^ column equal to the j- column of  x and zero 
everywhere else.  Thus x • E  4  0  and is an element of K. 
Now, I  e K and  x-Ejn t   xK.  So  0 4  x-Ejn E xK n K and 
SKVKK- 
2.3 THEOREM.  E(K)  is a right S-module. 
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Proof:  Since  K  is a ring and Z(K) = 0, by 1.2.6  E(K) 
is a ring. Since by 2.2, SR v 1^, there exists a function 
$ E Hom^S.ECK)) such that  <J>(k) = k  for each  k e K.  We will 
show  E(K)  is a S-module by first showing multiplication in S 
is equivalent to multiplication in  E(K).  Consider the following 
diagram where  6  is the canonical injection map: 
v-**s. 
E(K), 
We need to show  <J>(ss') = *(s)<t>(s')  for all  s,s' S   S.  Fix 
s £ S.  Define  0 e Hom^(S,E(K)) by f  ■ <J> ° A  where  *(s*) = 
ss'  for each  s' £ S.  Define <i>'   c Hom^S.EdO) by  (r' • 
A,, . o <b    where \,.   .(e) = i(s)-e  for all  e £ E(K).  However, <Ks; •PKS) « 
if k £ K, (4M>')(k) ■ <»00 - *'(k) = (♦•Ag)(k) - (A (s)»4>)(k) = 
<Ks-k) - 4>(s)-k = *(s)-k - <J>(s)-k = 0. Therefore, (i>-i|/') (K) = 0 
which implies, since  (ip-i^1) £ HomK(S,E(K))  and  E(K) T K, that 
(H')(S) ■ 0.  Thus, i|)(s) = ii-*(s)  or equivalently if  s E S, 
$(ss') - <Hs)<J>(s').  Since s  was arbitrary, this is true for 
each  s £ S, and $     is a ring homomorphism between  S and  E(K). 
So, E(K)  can be shown to be an S-module by defining eMs - 
e • $(s)  for all e £ E(K), s £ S. 
If one considers  S„  to actually be a submodule of  E(K)K> 
then to prove  E(K)  is an S-module one must show s-s' ■ s- s 
1 
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where  •  is multiplication in  S  and  •'  is multiplication 
in  E(K). 
2.4 THEOREM.  E(K) = S. 
Proof:  By the Wedderburn Theorem, S ■ M (D)  is a self- 
injective right S-module.  From the preceding lemmas, we know 
E(K)  2 S .  Thus, E(K)g = Sg(S S'g.  But any S-module is a 
K-module since  K  is a subring of  S.  Thus, E(K>K= SK©S'K. 
However, since  K £ S, KnS'=0  which implies  S' ■ Q}   since 
E(K) V K.  Therefore, E(K) - S. 
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SUMMARY 
In   conclusion,   we have  shown   if   the  right  singular  ideal of 
a  ring     R     is   zero, then   the  injective hull  of     R     is  a ring whose 
operations  preserve  the module  structure of   the  injective hull. 
Furthermore,   this  ring is   right  self-injective and von Neumann. 
These  results  are used  to  show  the injective hull of   the 
n   *  n     upper   triangular matrix ring over a division   ring  is  the 
full    n   x n    matrix  ring.     For an  alternate proof of  this 
(nontrivial)   result,   the   reader may  consult   [1]. 
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